U.S.S. Ganymede – February 16, 1999

Host CEOBishop says:
The USS Ganymede has arrived at Starbase 112 
To receive an experimental tactical core upgrade 
which have been completed and the ship is ready to 
depart

.

Host CEOBishop says:
<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN GANYMEDE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTOHebert says:
:: Is at the Tactical console console checking the new system over ::

CSO_Wilk says:
::overseeing the sensor array upgrade::

CMO_Cole says:
::sitting in his office in sickbay reading over the latest paper about Trill physiology that was delivered to him at Star Base 112::

CTOHebert :: pushes buttons on the console :: (Console.wav)

Host CO_Vid says:
:: On bridge observing progress

Host CEOBishop says:
::in the tactical core over seeing final installations::

XO_Sirach says:
::leaving quarters, on his way to the bridge::

EO_Cerdan says:
::In engineering, coordinating with Tactical::

Host DrRention says:
::on bridge, standing behind the Tactical officer::

CSO_Wilk says:
::looks at the various modifications::  This is impressive...

CTOHebert says:
*Cerdan*  I have that last data transfer, all looks complete here.

OPS_Rhian says:
::In Main Engineering reviewing modification schematics::

Host CO_Vid says:
*Bishop*: has the installation been completed?:

XO_Sirach says:
::arrives on bridge while reading his PADD, which contains all of the specs of this "test Tac"::

EO_Cerdan says:
CTO:Acknowledged

Host CEOBishop says:
*CO*:we just complete the final check now, you may proceed

XO_Sirach says:
::feels as though he's being replaced as Tac a second time...eerie::

Host DrRention says:
Captain, I assure you the installation is complete.  Everything is ready to go.  ::confident::

EO_Cerdan says:
*CTO*: Running final scans now

CMO_Cole says:
::finishes up his breakfast and places the tray back in the disposal, finishing up his reading::

Host CO_Vid says:
Dr. Rention: I believe I'm to turn the Tactical station over to you?:

CTOHebert says:
*Cerdan*  understood, I will run mine also, and post the results in the Engineering log.

CNS_Warke says:
*Cole:would you like to do some telepathy exercises?

CMO_Cole says:
*Warke* I would enjoy that.  Where would you like me to meet you?

Host DrRention says:
::a moue of distaste::  Captain, I prefer to observe and make certain your officers do what they're supposed to.  The system will do the rest.

XO_Sirach says:
::talks a seat in his chair..., which up until this point he never sat in::

EO_Cerdan says:
*CTO*: Thank you Mr. Hebert.

XO_Sirach says:
::to no one in particular:: hmmm...comfortable

Host CO_Vid says:
Autohelm: Set course for the Nebula cloud in sector 34:

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Sir, it would appear that all sensor modifications are complete and ready

CNS_Warke says:
*Cole*:we can meet here in my quarters, your quarters, your office, my office or the starlight lounge.  Your choice

Host CO_Vid says:
Autohelm:ahead warp factor 5:

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE GANYMEDE DEPARTS ON A COURSE TOWARD THE TESTING FIELD

XO_Sirach says:
::moving all around in his chair::

Host DrRention says:
::turning aside and glancing at the Science officer and sighing::

Host CO_Vid  (Powerup.wav)

Host CO_Vid  (Warp.wav)

XO_Sirach says:
::testing the chair's bouncyness::

CMO_Cole says:
*Warke*  Alright,  your office sounds good.  I would prefer to keep it out of sickbay.  Ill see you there as soon as I turn sickbay over to Dr. Williams.

CSO_Wilk says:
::continues to monitor the sensor systems as they coordinate with the new tactical program::

XO_Sirach says:
::realizes he isn't alone on bridge, quickly goes back to reading his PADD::

CNS_Warke says:
*Cole*:alright

Host CO_Vid says:
CSO:Mr. Wilkinson status on system so far:

CTOHebert says:
:: runs final diagnostic on system ::

CNS_Warke says:
::::gets dressed and heads to her office::

Host DrRention says:
::tapping some data into a padd::

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS: Begin long range scans of Sector:

CTOHebert says:
Computer:  post results to the engineering log system ::

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  All systems at normal, captain

Host DrRention says:
::hands behind back, bemused expression on face, glasses on nose::

XO_Sirach says:
::without realizing it starts taping fingers on his armrest...he is actually tapping buttons and the computer starts beeping at him::

CNS_Warke says:
::gets some breakfast from the replicator to eat while she's waiting for Cole::

XO_Sirach says:
::quickly stops::

EO_Cerdan says:
*CTO* I show all systems nominal. Engage when ready

Host DrRention says:
::aloud::  Of course all systems are normal.

CMO_Cole says:
::walks out of his office and looks at his quiet sickbay:: Dr. Williams:  Take over here until I return,  If you need anything call me.

OPS_Rhian says:
*CAPT*  Aye, transferring LRS control to Engineering

CMO_Cole says:
<Dr. Williams> Cole: Yes sir.

CSO_Wilk says:
::turning to the doctor and contemplating the third degree::

XO_Sirach says:
*Warke* Remind me to work out my finger tapping problem in my next session please

CTOHebert says:
*Cerdan*  That's affirm, waiting on the Captain's orders for engagement.

Host CO_Vid says:
CTO: Mr. Hebert keep an eye on your console and one on the new system:

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS: Very well:

XO_Sirach says:
::trying to find any obvious flaws in the new system::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks out of sickbay and towards Warke's office::

CTOHebert says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.  :: keeps one eye on each of the items ::

CNS_Warke says:
*Sirach*:your next session is scheduled for 10 days after you die

Host DrRention says:
::shaking head at skeptical attitude of Captain::

CNS_Warke says:
*Sirach*:if I get you in here earlier I will remind you

XO_Sirach says:
*Warke* Good point, let's just keep it that way...I'll do some research on solving the problem

Host CO_Vid says:
*Eng*: I want reports every 15min on the operation of this system:

XO_Sirach says:
::doesn't like the idea of having a computer replace his former job...not sure if it's really possible::

CMO_Cole says:
::arrives outside the door to Warke's office and rings the chime::

EO_Cerdan says:
*CO*: Aye Sir

CMO_Cole  (DoorChime.wav)

CNS_Warke says:
Cole:come

Host DrRention says:
Captain, that's unnecessary.  The system is capable of giving you regular reports, if you ask it to do that.

CMO_Cole says:
::walks into the office::  Warke: Good morning Counselor.

CTOHebert says:
DrRention:  Was there any harmful problems with this system, or we the first test with it?

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Captain, picking up a subspace distortion...ETA 10 seconds

XO_Sirach says:
::stands up and walks over to observe the new system::

Host DrRention says:
::condescending tone::  CO:  I realize this is new for you, but this technology is really much more efficient than the humanoid element.

Host CO_Vid says:
DrRention: I will and will correlate those with the reports of my crew if you wouldn't mind sir:

CSO_Wilk says:
::adjust sensors to analyze the anomaly::

CNS_Warke says:
Cole:I hope you don't mind if I eat breakfast for I got up a little while ago and haven't had time

EO_Cerdan says:
*CO* Tactical core online And ready at your order sir

XO_Sirach says:
::hears Rention's comment and almost says something...buts decides not to::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: Not a problem Counselor,  I only finished myself a few minutes ago~~~

Host CO_Vid says:
EO: Engage the system and monitor its effects on the operation of the ships power systems:

CMO_Cole says:
::takes a seat on the Freudian couch::

OPS_Rhian says:
]*CAPT*  I do not detect any unusual activity on LRS

CNS_Warke says:
::while eating::  ~~~Cole:lets start with seeing what you can sense happening on the bridge~~~

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  Sir, forgive me but I have to disagree.  I recall an incident aboard the USS Enterprise under Kirk's command where the computer nearly destroyed them

Host DrRention says:
Captain, please don't become defensive.  I realize this is a new way for you to think and will require adjustment.

EO_Cerdan says:
*CO* Aye Captain.

CMO_Cole says:
::Nods::  ~~~::scans above him and tries to detect what he can see happening::~~~

XO_Sirach says:
Rention: So are there any chances this might fail in an extremely intense situation?

EO_Cerdan says:
::Engages new core::

Host DrRention says:
::sighing:: Wilk: I realize this is new for you, but this is not a computer.  It's smarter than that.  ::smile::

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS: Good take over operation of the helm and let me know when we arrive at the Nebula I'll be in Engineering:

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  Most intriguing, however, I believe that there has been considerable repercussions in the field of artificial intelligence at this level.

EO_Cerdan says:
*CO, CTO*: Core is online, All systems green.

XO_Sirach says:
*CO* I'll remain on the bridge and keep an eye on the new system from here

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  This system is superior.  ::looking down nose through glasses::

Host CO_Vid says:
:: Heads toward turbolift : XO: You have the bridge:

OPS_Rhian says:
*CAPT* Aye.  Sensors detecting subspace distortions...ETA 10 seconds.

CSO_Wilk says:
::raises eyebrows::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  I can see Ens. Hebert at Tactical, Lt. Sirach is near him.... Wilkinson is at Science~~~

Host DrRention says:
::interested in the subspace distortions, and reviewing data from system::

Host CO_Vid says:
::Stops and turns around looking towards the TAC station::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  I can't see the front of the bridge, no one is facing that way right now..~~~

XO_Sirach says:
::looking as Rention operates the new system..keeping an eye on the rest of the bridge::

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  Superior, sir?

Host CO_Vid says:
::walks over to console to see how the system handles the distortion::

OPS_Rhian says:
*BRIDGE*  Helm control transferred to Engineering

EO_Cerdan says:
::New system detects subspace distortion:

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  A term meaning, better.  In this case, specifically more efficient.

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  How many times has this system been tested?

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS: did the system override the helm?

XO_Sirach says:
::laughs slightly underbeat at Dr.'s response::

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE HELM IS UNRESPONSIVE

Host DrRention says:
::turning and finally acknowledging the CTO::   CTO:  No, there have not been any unanticipated problems with this system in previous testing.

XO_Sirach says:
::notices that helm has lost control::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  I can see Dr. Rention, she is talking to Lt. Wilkinson, I cannot read her from here.... not enough experience with her mind~~~

OPS_Rhian says:
*CAPT* Helm control is non-responsive

EO_Cerdan says:
LT Rhian: Do we have helm?

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE GANYMEDE IS IMPACTED BY THE FIELD AND A STRANGE 
ELECTRONIC DISCHARGE HAS MOVED THROUGH THE SHIP

CTOHebert says:
DR.:  thank you, just worried about the safety of the ship.

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS: Get the helm back on line:

XO_Sirach says:
::concerned look on his face::

Host CO_Vid says:
*Eng*: Report on the loss of the helm:

CNS_Warke says:
::eats a croissant and then finishes drinking some juice::

OPS_Rhian says:
*Capt*/EO:  Trying to route through secondary pathways

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  I see, doctor.  In other words, you don't know that this is superior per say.  I believe an ancient Earth cruise liner was thought to be unsinkable as well.

EO_Cerdan says:
::Taps console furiously, to regain control::

Host DrRention says:
::sniff::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: I'm focusing in on Dr. Rention.... her mind is very organized, and no stray thoughts floating to the surface.~~~

CSO_Wilk says:
::runs to the science station to analyze the field::

XO_Sirach says:
::takes a place at another console, tries to regain helm::

EO_Cerdan says:
::Small sparks fly from console::

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:good.  Now what is Wilk's opinion of him?~~~

Host CO_Vid says:
::Rocks back on feet and shielding eyes from discharge:

Host DrRention says:
The new system is viewing this as a threat.  It is taking action.

CTOHebert says:
:: feels this field and sparks fly all around him ::

Host CO_Vid says:
XO: Damage Report Sirach:

Host DrRention says:
::bending over to watch data on screen::

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE CREW IS PLUNGED INTO NEAR TOTAL DARKNESS WITH
ONLY THE DIM STREAKS OF RED ON THE WALLS FOR ILLUMINATION

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: Him?,  Oh Dr Rention ... the impression i had of her/him is female~~~

XO_Sirach says:
::sparks fly from the console towards him, he blocks his face with his eyes::

XO_Sirach says:
CO: Checking ::checking damage::

Host CEOBishop says:
::Watches as the tactical core is struck by the energy field::

CSO_Wilk says:
::continues monitoring sensors::

CTOHebert says:
DR:  This is normal?????

CMO_Cole says:
~~~::scans Wilkinson's surface thoughts for mention of Dr. Rention::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: Tactical computer has control.

Host DrRention says:
CTO:  Do you find tactical threats normal?

CSO_Wilk says:
::looks at the smug look on the doctor and scowls::

OPS_Rhian says:
*CAPT*  Electrostatic discharge is flowing throughout the ship

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  Wilkinson is concerned, finds Rention condescending and probably inexperienced with starship operations...~~~

CTOHebert says:
Dr:  Well not really?  
CO:  Recommend that we go to red alert to figure this out?

XO_Sirach says:
CO: electrical surges all over, computer is having problems scanning....everything appears alright...however power appears to be low

XO_Sirach says:
CO: I think the sensors might be a little off

Host CO_Vid says:
CSO/OPS: find a way to discharge the energy from the ship's hull:

EO_Cerdan says:
*CO* Rerouting emergency power to all systems

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Wilk:true~~~

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Yes, sir.

OPS_Rhian says:
*CAPT*  Something is blocking all attempts to regain helm control

Host DrRention says:
::observing as the crew will most likely interfere with the system's responses::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  What would you like me to try now?~~~

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  You said that the program perceived this action as a threat.  I'm curious, what actions will the program take?

CTOHebert says:
*COLE*  I am feeling a little nauseous... maybe something I ate... don't really know.  Little caushtiophobic... I think... :: feels stomach start to bubble ::  
:: realizes the communications system is down and starts to get sick ::

Host CO_Vid says:
ALL: find some form of lighting and lets get cracking on repairs:

XO_Sirach says:
CO: everything is dead, except life support

Host CEOBishop says:
::is hit by a discharge from the tactical core and is knocked out::

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  Any number of pathways, depending on perceived threats just before everything went down.

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan: We've lost internal communications...all systems down

CSO_Wilk says:
::puts his hands in front of him feeling for the emergency palm lights::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: LT. Comm is down, we need to restore that first?

Host DrRention says:
::frowning at the lack of data coming from the system::

XO_Sirach says:
CO: I suggest we use Lt. Cole and Lt. Warke as means of communication, due to their telepathy

CMO_Cole says:
::is knocked back on the couch as the lights go out, mental waves of controlled panic assaulting him unprepared..::

Host CO_Vid says:
XO: Make it so

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  I see. And how would it handle this current situation?

XO_Sirach says:
CO: Aye

CNS_Warke says:
::goes to put dishes away:: ~~~Cole:would you like something to drink?~~~

CMO_Cole says:
~~~::withdraws his probe to the bridge::~~~

CTOHebert says:
:: feels for the  palm light below his console, picks it up and turns it on... sees multiple eyes look at his light ::

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  Any number of ways.  I can't predict exactly what it will do.  I'm not sure what has happened yet.

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:EMERGENCY LIGHING COMES UP

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I'll get emergency light and see what I can do

Host DrRention says:
Ah.  ::glancing up at lights coming on::

OPS_Rhian says:
::adjusting to the sudden light::

CSO_Wilk says:
::looks up as the emergency lighting activates::

Host CEOBishop says:
*SHIPWIDE TACT ALERT* INTRUDER ALERT INTRUDER ALERT

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS/CSO: any progress on your console repairs?:

CTOHebert says:
:: sees the emergency lights come alive ::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: That's better, now what about comm?

Host DrRention says:
::squinting down and hoping for some signs of life from the system::

XO_Sirach says:
CO: I'm going to go get one of them, and send the other to engineering ::grabs a few flashlights::

CTOHebert says:
ALL:  INTURDER Alert... arm yourself!

CMO_Cole says:
::hears the intruder alert::  *Williams*  Cole to sickbay, status report.

XO_Sirach says:
::grabs some phasers too::

CMO_Cole says:
*Williams* Dr. Williams respond.

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Well sir, I would need to get to engineering to actuate total repairs

Host DrRention says:
The system thinks we've been boarded, apparently.

Host CO_Vid says:
CTO: Find the intruder and report:

CNS_Warke says:
Cole:I wonder what the problem is

CTOHebert *Intruder Alert* *Intruder Alert* (Alert.wav)

XO_Sirach says:
::makes a dash for Warke's office...using good ole Jeffries tubes::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I've got so many alarms I don't know what to do

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  It thinks we have?

XO_Sirach says:
::wondering through tubes using his memory to find the office::

CTOHebert says:
:: picks up his type II phaser and heads for the TL ::  Aye, Sir.

CMO_Cole says:
Warke:  There is no response from sickbay,  ::hears the alert:: I'm heading to sickbay.

CNS_Warke says:
Cole:I'll come with you

CTOHebert says:
Computer:  Locate intruder.

CMO_Cole says:
::Nods to Warke::

XO_Sirach says:
::pops out of tube into Warke's office::

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  Do you simply repeat everything you hear, or do you actually mentally process any incoming information?  ::viciously sarcastic::

OPS_Rhian says:
EO:  I'm getting the same thing...this new gadget is turning things off and on faster than I can keep track

Host DrRention says:
::stressed, and punching buttons now::

XO_Sirach says:
Cole: Don't leave

Host CO_Vid says:
::Moves toward TAC console and watches as it lights up like a Christmas tree::

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:we were just leaving for sickbay

XO_Sirach says:
::trying to get Cole's attention before he leaves::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks out of Warke's office and sees the corridor lit only by alert lights and emergency lighting::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: Rerouting communications now, should be up in a minute.

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  I understand what you have said doctor.  I'm just amazed at how little you know about what your program is doing

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:come back~~~

CMO_Cole says:
::turns about:: XO: What's going on sir?

Host CO_Vid says:
DrRention: A theory Dr. as to what your problem is here?:

Host CEOBishop says:
<<COMPUTER>> ALL DECKS ARE SEALED AND LOCKED DOWN SURRENDER NOW

Host DrRention says:
::ignoring the pesky Science officer::

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: Come with me to the bridge

OPS_Rhian says:
EO:  if we can't find a way to regain systems control we might just have to pull the plug on this thing

XO_Sirach says:
Cole: Go to Engineering...all comm is down and we need a form of communication

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:Very well

CTOHebert says:
CO:  I appear to have lost my job in finding the intruder.

CMO_Cole says:
::watches the door to Warke's office slam shut... leaving him trapped in the hallway:::  ::does not hear the XO's last order::

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  May I have a word with you, captain?

Host DrRention says:
::snapping::  I don't have a problem, Captain.  You've obviously encountered a threat.  The system is reacting to that threat.

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:any orders for Cole?

Host DrRention says:
::trying to get some data from the system on its status::

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: Tell him to use the j tubes to get to engineering

CTOHebert says:
:: walks back to the Tac console, searches for the unreported life sign ::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: We don't have enough control to shut down computer

Host CO_Vid says:
DrRention:It appears the system believes WE are the threat:

CMO_Cole says:
::walks over to the door and attempts to open it... ::  Computer: Initiate emergency medical over-ride.  Open door to Warke's office!

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: his access codes should allow him in...tell him to override the locks if needed

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:PHASER BEAM BEGINS EMANATING FROM THE EMMITER ABOVE THE DOOR IN A SWEEP

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:go to engineering~~~

Host CEOBishop says:
<<ALL DOORS>>

CMO_Cole says:
Self: ACK!

CSO_Wilk says:
::sees the phaser activate and jumps to the side::

CMO_Cole says:
::runs out of the way of the incoming phaser::

CTOHebert says:
:: feels the particle sweep ::

Host DrRention says:
CO:  You probably are.  When your technicians started meddling with the system, it reacted.  Now it very well may believe you are a threat to its existence.

Host CO_Vid says:
ALL : hit the deck:

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: LOOK OUT!!

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  LOOK OUT!!  ::dives behind an access panel::

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  How do we shut this inferior program down?

CTOHebert says:
ALL:  It's not supposed to hurt humans.

Host DrRention says:
::standing calmly::

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: hit the deck! ::jumps to the ground::

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  Then we'll just have to get control!

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: Phasers are beginning a sweep.... I cant get near your office... and its happening all over the ship::~~~

CTOHebert says:
:: stands calmly and walks towards the center of the bridge ::

Host CO_Vid says:
::Stands back up and approaches Rention::

Host DrRention says:
CSO:  It's not a program.  It's a bio-neural system. ::sigh::

EO_Cerdan says:
::Dives to floor,crawls instinctively to weapons locker::

CMO_Cole says:
::crawls into section between bulkheads and hopes they don't try airborne yet::

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE CTO IS STRUCK BY THE PHASER BEAM AND KNOCKED OUT

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  All the same, turn it off!

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:I see well try to find a way into engineering for we need to know what's going on since comms is out~~~

CTOHebert says:
:: falls to the floor unconscious ::

Host DrRention says:
::in a small voice::  I don't know how.

CSO_Wilk says:
::sees the phaser hit Hebert and runs over to him::

CMO_Cole says:
::watches phasers sweep around him:: ~~~Warke: Ill try~~~

EO_Cerdan says:
::Grabs hand phaser, sets on high stun::

Host CO_Vid says:
DrRention: Your System has placed my ship and crew in Harms way I INSIST IT BE SHUT DOWN IMMEDIATELY:

CMO_Cole says:
::detaches the siding from the bulkhead hear him, attempts to over-ride the security controls manually::

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  The good doctor here, doesn't know how to, sir

CMO_Cole says:
<near>

XO_Sirach says:
::tapping furiously at the computer controls::

CTOHebert says:
@:: starts to dream about a farm on earth... I think I lived here once.

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: Tell him not to try... he'll just get hurt

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE COMPUTER IS UNRESPONSIVE

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  ::from behind the panel::  We need to isolate it from the rest of the ship

Host DrRention says:
CO:  Bellowing won't help anything.  I suggest you figure out a way to stop that beam.  Shoot it or something....that's what all you soldier types do best.

CSO_Wilk says:
::pulls Hebert to the aft section of the bridge and examines his wounds::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: You OK?, Lets take out that beam first.

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: tell him to stay put and try his best to override the computer...use his good old academy training

XO_Sirach says:
::trying to get the comm system back online, since he has nothing else to do::

EO_Cerdan says:
::Peaks from behind console, Takes aim on beam emitter::

CMO_Cole says:
Self:  By all the gods...  hmmmm  ::Crawls down the corridor towards the Jeffries tube opening and attempts to open the hatch::

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: you can send a message to anyone can't you?

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  Can you get a clean shot from where you are?

Host CO_Vid says:
OPS/CSO: Find a way to cut power to that phaser:

CSO_Wilk says:
::finds an emergency medkit and works on Hebert::

CMO_Cole says:
Computer: Initiate Emergency override on Jeffries tube J-16, deck 4.

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:try to override the computer~~~

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Aye, sir.  Ensign Hebert needs medical attention

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke; I am, nothing so far, the computer is not responding~~~

Host DrRention says:
::wringing hands::  This never happened in the Phase 1 trials back at the lab.

Host CO_Vid says:
::goes to ready room and pulls the throw down blaster from under the table::

EO_Cerdan says:
::Sparks fly as the phaser blast hits its target::

CMO_Cole says:
Computer: Respond!  Initiate Emergency Medical Over-ride on Jeffries tube J-16 Deck 4~

Host CO_Vid says:
::Takes aim at phaser and fires at full power::

CSO_Wilk says:
::opens a panel near science and shorts out the power::

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE PHASER EMMITERS (Both of them) ARE BLOWN OUT

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: Now maybe we can find out what's going on.

Host DrRention says:
::somewhat relieved as things quiet down a bit::

OPS_Rhian says:
::pulling open access panel and begins rearranging isolinear chips::

XO_Sirach says:
::trying to get the comm back...overriding and rerouting as fast as he can::

CSO_Wilk says:
::stands up and looks around::

EO_Cerdan says:
::Links Tricorder with Tactical panel::

Host CO_Vid says:
::Surveys the bridge damage...quite extensive::

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:I believe I might be able to send Vid a message but I'm not sure if he can send a reply

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Captain, I've patched up Hebert as much as possible

CMO_Cole says:
::swears at the computers continuing lack of response::  ~~~Warke: I would give real money for a phaser rifle right now~~~

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: That'll have to do

CTOHebert says:
@ :: feels the world kinda shake... sees three beautiful blondes approaching him ::

OPS_Rhian says:
CAPT:  I'm trying to cut the core off from the rest of the ship but it keeps finding secondary and tertiary pathways to maintain control?

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE CTO IS REVIVED

CTOHebert says:
:: starts to revive ::

Host CO_Vid says:
CTO: Mr. Hebert are you all right? you took quite a hit?:

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:Your message?

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: Tell him I'm trapped in your office and that I'm trying to revive the communications system...I'll let him now if I am successful

CSO_Wilk says:
::helps Hebert to his feet::

CTOHebert says:
:: stands up kinda wobbly ::
CSO:  Why did you wake me?  oh well... thank you. :: starts to chuckle, and feels a head ache  ::

Host DrRention says:
::hoping the crew doesn't get any bright ideas about re-routing things::

CSO_Wilk says:
::smiles at Hebert::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke:  Tell Lt. Sirach that I am unable to access the Jeffries tube system and that the computer will not respond to anything.  I'm out of guesses here and request he advise~~~

CNS_Warke says:
~~~CO:Sirach is here in my quarters~~~

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS LT. I have a link with the Tac, core, at least I can see what it's doing.

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:Cole is of the opinion that the computers won't respond to anything

Host CO_Vid says:
CSO: Watch how you make your repairs the system may take it as a threat:

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  I believe I can shut down the main computer from Tac's control

CTOHebert says:
:: walks to the Tactical console ::  Dr Rention & CO :  No offense to the new system or the designers, but I think they suck.  Plus also jeopardize the safety of this ship and crew.  I recommend that it be deactivated.

Host CO_Vid says:
~~CNS:~~~Acknowledged~~~:

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: Cole has a good opinion then

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: LT do we have comm yet?

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE TAC CORE BLOCKS ATEMPTS AT ACCESS

CTOHebert says:
*COLE* Can you read me?

CTOHebert  (CommBadge.wav)

Host DrRention says:
CTO:  So glad you've come back from the dead to offer up your scholarly opinion.  ::rolling eyes::

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan: No comms yet

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: If we do send to all stations do not access any controls.

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:on the bridge they appear to be trying to shut down the core

Host CO_Vid says:
Dr. Rention: Either you become more constructive or leave the bridge:

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke as I  cannot access the tube I will attempt to get to sickbay, its on this deck and should allow me access~~~

CTOHebert says:
:: mumbles :: if he could...

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: It thinks were the threat

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: alright...I'm gonna keep working on this comm system we have

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  That could very well be true.

Host DrRention says:
CO:  I'm doing the best I can, but your "constructive" officers keep offering up sarcasm and serving up useless advice.  I'm certain they caused the problem in the first place and now they just want someone to blame.

CSO_Wilk says:
Dr Rention:  I'm glad to see your "superior" system working at destroying us.  Tell me doctor, have you considered working for the Dominion?

Host DrRention says:
::grand gesture at CSO::  See Captain?  Case and point.

CMO_Cole says:
::crawls down corridor towards sickbay attempting to avoid the phaser sweeps::

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:keep me informed~~~

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS : A complete power down might work

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  The problem is getting that message to everybody with no internal comms

Host CO_Vid says:
Dr.Rention: As a matter of fact Dr. I suggest you find a way to Eng. and help out on the core repairs:

CMO_Cole says:
~~~I would love too, any luck with everything popping back to life anytime soon?~~~

XO_Sirach says:
::moving around chips trying to save comm::

CTOHebert says:
DR Rention:  First of all, that was a sound opinion... your system shot me, and with all due respect... that qualifies as to sucking in my book... plus jeopardizing this ship and crew... plus my life.. which I want to keep

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:MONITORS FLASH AND A AUDIO MESSAGE COMES THROUGH THE COMM SYSTEM: LIFE SUPPORT IS BEING DISABLED, THE SHIP WILL BE UNIHABITABLE IN 1 HR SURRENDER NOW

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  The Tac system has too many failsafes for me to successfully disconnect it from the main computer

Host DrRention says:
Captain:  I'm apparently not wanted here.  I'll be happy to leave.

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I thought comm badges were independent?

XO_Sirach says:
::hears message:: Hey the COMM system is working...oh dear...we're going to die

CTOHebert says:
DR Rention:  I REST MY CASE!  :: mumbles a few curses ::


CMO_Cole says:
:: arrives outside the door to sickbay, starts pounding on it::  Door:  DR.  WILLIAMS!!   OPEN THE DOOR!!!

Host DrRention says:
::sighing at the message and cranking open a door to the stairs::

CNS_Warke says:
~~~the life support systems were just shut down~~~

Host CO_Vid says:
DR: I suggest you do it quickly that message was meant for you as well:

CTOHebert says:
CO:  I suggest that we evacuate the ship ::

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  My comm badge must have been damaged when I dodged the phaser

Host DrRention says:
::sighing again::  I'm stuck here.  Your doors are malfunctioning.

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:apparently we have 1 hour left to live

CSO_Wilk says:
CO:  Captain, the systems believes we are the threat, if we could convince it that we are no longer a threat, we could shut it down

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: figures, and I'm stuck with you

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: I NOTICED!!!!  .... sorry,  I'm attempting to get into sickbay, we have independent systems in sickbay it could help~~~

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: no offense

Host DrRention says:
::shifting uncomfortably under the glares of the bridge crew::

Host CO_Vid says:
CTO: With the new system in control it may see that as a threat:

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: sounds like that therapy session might be starting in 10 tens

CTOHebert says:
CO:  That

XO_Sirach says:
<tens = ten days>

CMO_Cole says:
::watches as the door to sickbay is wedged open by several medics:: Dr. Williams: So good to see you.

CMO_Cole says:
::manages to get into sickbay::

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:in other circumstances I would suggest a therapy session

XO_Sirach says:
::considering shooting phaser at door::

CTOHebert says:
CO: That's true... :: sits down in chair feeling a wheezy feeling come over him ::

XO_Sirach says:
::aims phaser at door::

Host CO_Vid says:
CSO: Can you tell how far we've drifted towards the Nebula?:

CMO_Cole says:
::wonders if the EMH is still working::  Computer:  Status of the EMH?

Host DrRention says:
::wondering if these soldier types are any better with hand tools than they are at higher scientific understanding::

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: get back, I'm gonna see if the phaser might short out the forcefield with a couple modifications

CMO_Cole says:
Computer:  You know computer, i never did like you very much but this is getting old.

XO_Sirach says:
::modifying the phaser, sets to maximum::

CTOHebert says:
CO:  I have an idea... threat or know threat.. how about using a massive explosion against the tactical core.

XO_Sirach says:
::takes aim::

CNS_Warke says:
::gets back::

CSO_Wilk says:
CO: Well captain, if we continued at our last known speed and heading, we should be nearing the nebula's edge in 2 minutes

XO_Sirach says:
::fires phaser at the door, hoping to short it out::

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  Can you tell what systems the core is monitoring?  Is there any non-defensive system that we could use as a back door?

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE FORCEFIELD IS DEACTIVATED

XO_Sirach says:
::waits for a response::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I'll try power feedback discharge from impulse engines

CMO_Cole says:
::walks into his office and opens the emergency weapons locker:: Dr. Williams:  Assemble everyone in sickbay here, I'm arming you and we are going to get to Engineering if i have to blow through every door on this ship

Host CO_Vid says:
~~~Warke~~: has anyone seen Bishop~~?:

XO_Sirach says:
HA! And they said Forcefield 101 would never pay off!

XO_Sirach says:
::takes off access panel to door, attempts to override it::

CNS_Warke says:
Sirach:any success?

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  Not yet...the Core would see that as hostile....we need to get in by some secondary/non-essential system

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: much, tell the CO the forcefield can be deactivated

CMO_Cole says:
::starts handing out type two phasers to his medics keeping the lone rifle for himself:: Medic: Set phasers to maximum disrupt and come with me, were going to engineering.

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I'm ready to short that sucker out

CTOHebert says:
CO: I have had enough of this... :: pulls out phaser and sets to maximum.

Host DrRention says:
::pondering any way to spare the bio-neural gel packs with all the technical violence occurring::

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:Sirach managed to disable the forcefield using a phaser~~~

CTOHebert says:
:: AIMS at the TL forcefield ::

CMO_Cole says:
::sets phaser rifle to full and walks out of sickbay towards the annoying Jeffries tube door,  leading ten medics armed with phasers to go retake engineering::

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: I hope nobody has their hands on a TAC panel

CTOHebert :: fires phaser at the forcefield :: (HandPhaser.wav)

CMO_Cole says:
~~~Warke: I have ten well-armed medics.... tell him ill be in engineering shortly~~~

XO_Sirach says:
Warke: tell them to modify the phaser by changing the range to 12.34 and putting it at maximum power...then fire at the forcefield...it should short it out

Host CEOBishop says:
<<COMPUTER>>:ILLEGAL ACCESS ILLEGAL ACCESS SHUTTING DOWN LIFE SUPPORT TO DECK ONE NOW

OPS_Rhian says:
Cerdan:  My guess is that no consoles are working right now

CMO_Cole says:
::arrives at the door too the Jeffries tube, medics take positions around the door and open fire::

CSO_Wilk says:
::runs to the science console and rips open the panel::

CTOHebert says:
:: feels like resigning now ::

XO_Sirach says:
anyone: that didn't sound good

CNS_Warke says:
~~~Cole:set phasers frequency to 12.34 and maximum setting~~~

CMO_Cole  (Phaser-m.wav)

Host CO_Vid says:
CTO: put your phaser down:

EO_Cerdan says:
OPS: Here goes::Closes eyes as switch is thrown::

CTOHebert says:
:: puts phaser in to his compartment ::

Host CEOBishop says:
ACTION:THE BRIDGE FORCEFIELD IS DOWN BUT AIR IS QUICKLY BEING DEPLETED

CTOHebert says:
CO:  sorry, sir.

CTOHebert says:
CO:  The field is down

CNS_Warke says:
~~~CO:phasers can be used to deactivate forcefields~~~

Host CEOBishop says:
<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>






